Persian Language, Linguistics, and Culture Program
Fall 2014 at UH Mānoa

PERS 101: Beginning Modern Persian I        MTWF  3:30-4:20PM  BUSAD D301  CRN 79492 or 1248 (Outreach)
PERS 201: Intermediate Modern Persian I      MTWF  2:30-3:20PM  BUSAD D301  CRN 79493 or 1249 (Outreach)
IP 261: Introduction to Persian Art, Culture, History, and Literature   W  11:30-2:00PM    SPAL 257  CRN 79686
IP 365: Persian Literature in Translation    R  3:00-5:20PM    WEB 116  CRN 79687

Persian Language, Linguistics, and Culture Program, an exciting initiative made possible through a grant from and in partnership with Roshan Cultural Heritage Institute [http://www.roshan-institute.org](http://www.roshan-institute.org). An integral component of this new initiative is support provided for Persian graduate studies. Two Roshan Institute Fellowships for graduate students of Persian will be awarded to qualified students.

For more information please contact Dr. Ladan Hamedani, Roshan Institute Instructor in Persian Language and Culture, College of Languages, Linguistics, and Literature, Department of Indo-Pacific Languages and Literatures:       hamedani@hawaii.edu       (808) 956-3552  [http://ipll.manoa.hawaii.edu/persian](http://ipll.manoa.hawaii.edu/persian)/

*** Persian courses may provide credits for Persian-speaking students who are in undergraduate and graduate programs at the University of Hawaii to fulfill second language requirement.
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